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ABSTRACT

Benchmarks are widely used in database-related research, helping users choose suitable database management systems and helping researchers evaluate their new methods. Recently benchmarks for XML have been designed to support the development of XML tools and systems. In this chapter, XML benchmarks are categorized into four groups: application benchmark, micro benchmark, XML generator and real dataset. Characteristics of each benchmark are discussed and compared. Finally, the future direction of XML benchmarks are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A benchmark is a standard that enables users to evaluate the performance of a system. A benchmark also helps researchers decide what to evaluate and how to evaluate their system (Gray, 1993). DBMS (database management system) benchmarking is used by researchers and industry practitioners to evaluate products to determine their strengths and weaknesses. In particular, industry practitioners use benchmarks to determine which database system best meets their needs while researchers use benchmarks to evaluate the results of their research. A benchmark usually consists of a dataset and a set of queries. The dataset may be provided or the user may generate it to meet their own requirements. Users can also choose which queries to execute to fulfill their evaluation. Serious work on benchmarks has been carried out in DBMS-related areas for many years, for the different flavours of database systems, e.g. hierarchical, relational, object-oriented, etc.

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) has attracted attention because of its flexibility and powerful semi-structured data management capability. XML is designed to store, transport and display semi-structured data. Research into XML databases, including both native XML databases and XML-enabled databases, has been carried out and...
XML databases have been widely implemented. Traditional DBMS benchmarks, such as the Wisconsin benchmark (Gray, 1993) and the TPC series benchmarks (Gray, 1993), cannot satisfy the demand of XML DBMSs' implementation and development. In particular, traditional benchmarks cannot satisfy the evaluation of some characteristics, such as hierarchy structure, which exists in XML but is not found in traditional databases. Benchmarks for XML are needed to support the development of XML products and to evaluate the performance of XML-related systems.

Current XML benchmarks can be classified into two main groups: application benchmarks and micro benchmarks. Application benchmarks are designed to evaluate the overall performance of an XMLDB (XML database system). With application benchmarks, users can evaluate and compare XML database systems to identify the main characteristics of the XML database system, such as: whether a system supports data-centric document operations or whether a system has effective methods for dealing with text. These benchmarks are useful for choosing which XML engine/database system meets the users’ specific demands.

Micro benchmarks evaluate single operations on XML database systems. Usually, these benchmarks provide single or multiple datasets that imitate possible characteristics, including both structure and value characteristics, which can be found in real data. Individual operations can be executed against the provided datasets and the system’s performance can be recorded and evaluated. These benchmarks are important for finding more specific information in XML research, in areas such as query processing and optimization.

Sometimes, the existing XML benchmarks do not satisfy the demands of users, and so the users build XML documents with particular characteristics for their own research. Several XML generators have been developed to undertake experiments or evaluations that need specific characteristics in their datasets. An XML generator allows users to set and control characteristics, such as selectivity of elements for experimentation.

Real dataset is another option for evaluating XML-related research. Some organizations publish their data in XML format and these XML documents can be used for proving or demonstrating new methods/algorithms.

In this chapter, application benchmarks, micro benchmarks and XML document generators are introduced. Characteristics for different benchmarks are discussed and compared. This comparison will help users choose which benchmark best fits their needs. We will also introduce three popular real datasets and discuss the future work of XML benchmarks.

**APPLICATION BENCHMARK**

An application benchmark evaluates the overall performance of a DBMS or query engine. For example, a user may need a database that handles large documents where the data is seldom updated, such as an electronic dictionary. While other people may want a database to store a large number of small XML documents where the data is updated frequently, such as e-commercial transactions. In this situation, application benchmarks may help users to understand the characteristics of the XML databases they evaluate and choose a database system that is suitable for their specific needs. We use the following features to compare application benchmarks:

- Document-centric & Data-centric: XML documents can be classified into two groups: document-centric documents and data-centric documents. It is possible that an XML DBMS will perform better on either document-centric documents or data-centric documents, or equally well on both. Similarly some benchmarks concentrate more on one type of document than the other. In order to explore the performance of the XML DBMS and choose the suitable XML DBMS for specific
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